
The introduction reads almost like its epitaph, but all the 

same it is a true summary!: Marathon, a small French 

automobile manufacturer that rose briefly in the early 

1950’s showing much promise with a sports car that 

appeared right for the times, but was burdened with 

overheads sufficient to sink it within one short year.  

The Marathon brought together two streams of input; 

the concept from Germany and the enthusiasm and 

vision of potential from France. Engineer Hans Trippel 

was the German connection. He had been imprisoned in 

France following WWII until his release in 1949. His 

imprisonment terms surrounded his work for the 

German military as a pioneer of amphibious craft. In 

fact, by 1950 Trippel had designed a host of vehicles 

including his first two which were Adler-based fwd 

sports-racing Rennwagens (speed wagons) in 1934 and 

35. These were followed by nine amphibious vehicles 

based on Adler mechanicals in fwd and 4wd 

configurations for the military, and on Opel, Tatra and 

Zündapp for private use in designs that could be 

construed as amphibious sports cars. There was also an 

aero-car which Trippel constructed in 1943 for Nazi use. 

The car that formed the basis for the Marathon was his 

1950 Trippel SK 10 that many thought was inspired by 

Porsche. It was a small mid-rear engined aerodynamic 

coupe that was built in more than one format (one 

version had gullwing doors, another rear hinging), and 

powered by shaft-drive flat-twin 500cc or 600cc 

Zündapp motorcycle engines that produced between 

18.5 and 25.5bhp for the Sports model. SK 10s are steel 

bodied and were manufactured by Trippel between 

1950 and 52. It was a sort of junior league Porsche 356..! 

Of course, by today’s standards, the 356 is a junior 

league sportscar itself, but in the early post war period, 

large cars of the pre WW2 variety were largely going the 

way of dinosaurs; at least in Europe if not in America – 

the only country that had profited from the war.  

Also included in the list of cars he had designed is the 

Marathon, in three related forms – SIOP Marathon, Perl 



SK10, NV Marathon, and the Norwegian built Troll which 

was yet another SK 10 derivative that spawned three 

more variants – Trippel 750, Troll and Weidner Condor. 

However, in both these cases there was a core vehicle 

(SIOP Marathon and Troll) that descended from the 

original Trippel SK 10. The Troll, in passing (like the 

Marathon), had its own looks and personality; the later 

Condor was an evolution of the Troll style and is 

probably the best looking of them all. Trolls used a two-

stroke twin 700cc Gutbrod engine and a body and 

chassis built by a company called Nordic Troll Plastik OG 

Bilindustri Lunde that had bought most of the tooling 

from Germany. Five Trolls were manufactured; the other 

cars were later variants made in Germany. After these 

three sports models and their derivatives, the 

entrepreneurial Trippel went on to create a whole raft of 

new amphibious 

vehicles including the 

original Amphicar 

prototype. He had, in 

fact, been banned by 

the European courts 

from producing any 

more amphibious 

vehicles for a 10 year 

period following his 

release from prison 

(with a promise of a 

renewed prison 

sentence if he did) 

and hence his 

temporary renewed 

interest in sports cars, 

which were obviously his second love.  

For the French connection, the patents were purchased 

by rally driver and enthusiast, Bernard Denis who it is 

said had dreamt of producing a French Porsche 

equivalent. From the patents Denis got busy; he first 

established a group of engineers under his leadership 

then set about searching for a manufacturing site 

suitable to build the cars. For this Denis approached 

SIOP, the new owners of the mainstream independent 

car manufacturer Rosengart, whose owner/ engineer/ 

CEO Lucien Rosengart was losing the battle to save his 

company that was encumbered by pre-war engineering 

designs and processes. After the war Rosengart had seen 

the need to return to the company’s roots; it started life 

by building French versions of the Austin 7 and its BMW 

based derivative, and had attempted with insufficient 



funding to restart production with a new small car 

series that employed a flat-twin engine. His 

attempts had not been sufficiently successful, and 

so he sold out to SIOP – the Société Industrielle de 

l’Quest Parisien, who were themselves new to the 

game and as a consequence, inexperienced in the 

demanding scene they were entering. SIOP 

retained the factory site of Rosengart, located in 

the Boulevard de Dixmude on the western side of 

Paris, where much of the Marathon development 

and its manufacture was carried out. 

The Marathon became the SIOP Marathon, but 

Rosengart’s old pressed steel tooling, machinery 

and processes were not what the Marathon needed. The 

prototype was built with a steel body, from which 

moulds and formers were built to produce ‘polyester’ 

bodies. In the process of all this, the 800 strong 

workforce of Rosengart was reduced to a team of 100. 

However, neither SIOP nor Rosengart knew much about 

laminating GRP bodies, so they approached another 

company REAC, who had built in small numbers some of 

the first post-war French GRP bodied cars, known as the 

REAC. They in turn had researched and obtained much 

of their knowledge and knowhow from America, and 

primarily from GM’s new plastic bodied Corvette, plus 

the French D.B. which used GRP for some of its cars. 

A steel bodied Marathon CORSAIRE prototype was 

debuted at the Brussels Motorshow in February 1953, 

followed in June by the first pre-production prototype 

being presented to Gilles Guérithault who at the time 

was managing editor of L’Auto-Journal and who was 

given an exclusive test drive and compendium of 

technical details for the production car which was 

planned for debut and commencement of production 

after the October Paris Motor Show. 

It was an interesting car in both concept and design, and 

by the time the French team had finished with it, it bore 

few traces of the original Trippel car, except for its 

concept, outline shape and rear hinging doors!  In the 

Marathon technical team, Robert Sobeau was in charge 

of body, from the redevelopment of the shape to the 

specifics of the body. Changes that had to be made over 

the original car included more space for the larger mid-

mounted motor and different positions for the 

headlamps; French regulations required them to be 

mounted higher than they were on the original SK 10. 

However, that was just the beginning. Aside from now 

having a GRP body, the car changed in most other ways 

including all the major dimensions; wheelbase increased 

4.7” to 80.3”, track went form 38.6” front and rear to 

44.9” and 43.7” respectively,  length increased by 14.1” 

to a still diminutive 135.8”, width by 4.8” to 59.1”, while 

height came down by 1.8” to 45.1” For comparison, an 

1965 Mini is almost the same length as the SK10 at 

121.5”, is 1.2” wider at 55.5” but notably taller at 52.2” – 

so the cars were small... Styling for the Marathon 

became sharper with tightened lines and a low curved 

one-piece windscreen. The brochure shows what was 

intended, at least in terms of emotional stylistic effect, 

with a line that followed the headlamps right back to the 

tail of the car.  

Seating arrangements pre-dated the Matra Bagheera by 

almost exactly 20 years, but there was a twist; it was a 

Original steel bodied Marathon 
prototype with split windscreen and 
steel body. 



3+1 with three seats abreast in 

the front and another child’s seat 

located sideways behind, making 

it a suitable Grand Tourer cum 

family car for a young family 

owner. None the less, it was not 

intended to be a poor man’s 

family runabout and was built to 

a high spec and promoted as the 

modern-day luxury car; light, 

economical, yet well-appointed 

and with good performance. The 

company slogan was "The most 

modern car in the world”.  Thus 

equipment was full for its day, with 

things we may take for granted 

now, but which at the time were 

only found in expensive luxury 

machinery. Full carpeting and 

sound deadening, for which the 

rear child seat would have 

contributed, located as it was just 

ahead of the mid-mounted twin 

cylinder engine that lay close to 

the rear bulkhead. Heating and 

air-conditioning were also listed 

as standard, twin Equilux driving 

lamps with variable power 

settings from the instrument 

panel, a full set of exterior lamps 

including flashers, markers etc all 

with warning ‘beepers’, twin 

speed wipers with twin column mounted stalks to 

operate the above (most cars at the time used toggle 

switches on the dash), Philips radio, twin speed-alarm 

settings and so on. Instruments included odometer with 

trip meter, tachometer, ammeter, oil and water 

temperature gauges, fuel gauge, and LEDs for oil 

pressure, low fuel, lamps etc. There was more – things 

for which I am not sure of their function! Location of all 

these items too was not random, but located for driver 

ease of use and visibility (i.e. warning lights directly 

ahead of the driver through the top sector of the 

steering wheel). Interior space with the three-abreast 

seating gave a good 38.6” / 980mm head height, interior 

roof to floor, with legs outstretched in sportscar fashion. 

In addition, both front and rear bonnet openings were 

operated from inside the car while engine access was 

described as good - for a car if its layout, with a wide 

opening hood. The rear mounted door hinges also made 

it easier for Sobeau to design doors that raked well 

forward in the area where the legs swing in, making 

entrance and egress much easier for passengers and 

driver alike.  

The body itself, as built by REAC, weighed a mere 45kg. 

Steel production was deemed too expensive, at least in 

the tooling. It did not meet Marathon’s image either, as 

a modern forward looking vehicle. In America, the 

fibreglass Corvette seemed to be showing the way of the 

future for lower volume production, and Pontiac had 

also just shown an experiment model with a GRP body. 

The big question of the time was in perfecting 

production techniques in order to achieve an equivalent 

quality of finish to that of steel bodied cars. Of course, 

the down side of all this was that Rosengart, now SIOP, 

was out-sourcing work they could well have benefited 

from themselves. And it left them with much redundant 

production machinery and equipment that could only be 

sold for little more than scrap.  

If the bodywork ventured into new grounds, then the 

mechanical design was no less so. Denis himself took 

charge of this aspect. Sadly, there is no real solid hard-

core material on what was done – just outline 

descriptions. The chassis itself was made of steel and by 

all accounts was unique to the Marathon. It included a 

light superstructure on which the body was mounted. A 

Very different and more modern look than other cars behind / GRP body shell 



special point of interest was the suspension medium. It 

used what are described as cantilever arms for each 

wheel, which may be construed as a form of rocker or 

lever arm with brass bushed pivots and the springing 

medium working in compression against the chassis. The 

springing medium itself was a new look at the 1920s 

work of Leon Laisné who was a key figure in Mathis cars, 

and who’d also had engineering involvement with 

Hotchkiss and several other automotive firms. It was 

called PROTEK and used a rubber medium in 

compression held within a metal container.  

Steering is rack and pinion, said to be very direct and 

precise with a 4.6m lock; one would think that would 

have to be radius… Brakes use a four-wheel Bendix-

Lockheed dual circuit system with twin reservoirs. The 

brakes themselves are drums all round, but being based 

on the Panhard, are of large diameter with a good 

cooling surface area. The gearbox is a 

standard Dyna-Panhard transaxle, which 

means four-forward gears with syncro on 

the top three. 

The engine used was generally the 851cc 

variant of the Panhard Dyna motor which 

has a nice oversquare bore and stroke of 

85x75mm. It appears that the original 

prototype used a tuned 40bhp version of 

the earlier 746cc motor, which gave a 

suggested top speed of 135-140kph.  For 

production the Marathon used a new 

42bhp version of the 851 motor - 

produced at 5000-5200prm, with a twin 

barrel 30mm Solex carburettor and an 

engine cooling fan mounted in a cowl, 

much like the later Dyna Panhard Z 

arrangement, for more silent operation. 

With a 42 litre fuel tank and an average 

fuel consumption of 6.0 litres/100km (about 47mpg) at 

70kph, or 6.5 l/100km all round, a comfortable 630 plus 

kilometre journey could be achieved before refuelling. 

Acceleration from 0:100kph was achieved in 19.6 

seconds (around 18 seconds to 60mph) which may seem 

slow today, but was quicker than all the Panhard models 

right up to and including the later 50bhp 24CT that also 

had a light fibreglass sports-GT body. It was also faster 

than many saloon cars of the time with much larger 

engines. This was no doubt aided by the fact that the 

original car weighed a slight 475kg, although some later 

literature suggests it weighed 550-560kg, with this 

probably the difference between kerb and test weights 

(with driver and stopwatch?). Various top speeds have 

been quoted, but it seems the more reliable one is 

148kph, or 92mph. A quoted Cd of just 0.236 obviously 

helped this result, and if one takes the body frontal area 

as simply the car’s maximum height times its 

width (which of course it would be less than), a 

very low CdX of about 0.39 would be produced. 

There was also an open roadster version of the 

CORSAIRE. Cars were displayed at Paris, 

Frankfurt, Brussels and even the New York 

motor shows. Being a rally driver and 

motorsport enthusiast meant that Denis and 

associates also planned a motorsport version 

from the start. It was called the Marathon 

PIRATE and came standard with a 51bhp motor, 

and was able to be ordered decked out for 

rallying with all the navigation aids included, or 

set up for circuit racing. 

Of course, some of this venturing into new 

solutions for old situations drew its detractors.  

Funny touched photo supposedly showing off lightness of body  



With its rather unfamiliar mid-engined layout and 

unusual suspension mode, reporters remembering the 

dynamic challenges of the swing-axle Auto Union Grand 

Prix cars threw their doubts at the car’s dynamic and 

handling attributes - while others suggested that they 

should first try driving the car before making comment!! 

It would be hard to fathom an experienced rally driver 

releasing a car that was below par, then offering racing 

and rally versions into the mix…  Another reporter, using 

material published in a technical paper on fibreglass, 

argued that GRP bodies must end up weighing more 

than steel ones based on some of the information 

provided by the paper’s author.  In this it compared a 

0.9mm steel body with a 2.5mm fibreglass one. It gave 

density as 7.8 and 1.7 kg/mmᴲ, and weight per m² for 

these two thicknesses (0.9 and 2.5) at 7.02kg and 4.25kg, 

saying that this showed a weight saving in the order of 

40%. However, he then went on to say that as the 

modulus of elasticity of steel to fibreglass is roughly in 

the order of 7:1, so to achieve a similar structural 

stiffness the laminate would need to be about 7 times 

the thickness of steel, thus losing any weight advantages 

and indeed becoming a weight gain (of about 50%). 

However, in this he forgets to note that bending 

strength depends on the square of the depth, and the 

second moment of area on which deflection is 

calculated, depends also on the depth to the neutral axis 

(half of 2.5mm as in the above case). Of course, this 

rather alters things back to a parallel result for both steel 

and fibreglass. Never mind! But of course, many people 

hang off the words of ‘expert’ reporters with the result 

sometimes being disastrous in terms of sales for the 

manufacturer. 

However, in the end the SIOP operation proved to be 

the undoing of Marathon. Underfunded and too 

inexperienced to deal with all it had taken on, in March 

1954 SIOP declared bankruptcy. The Marathon had only 

been in production since the end of 1953! They had a 

good order book apparently, and were looking alright for 

the future. It would seem that the final demise of 

Marathon itself was somewhat later that year, with only 

29 cars completed. One would think that this did not 

allow not much time for updates or revisions, and yet 

there is a car on show at the Court-Neuve Automobile 

Museum that has a composite metal bumper with 

rubber inserts while the original production cars were 

stated as having chrome wrap-around bumpers that 

were clearly announced on the original specification 

documents. Just to fool onlookers, all the photos show 

what appear to be split front screens of the original 

prototype, but in fact the screens were made in one 

piece.  It has been noted that Marathons were also built 

in Haarlem, Holland and Vienna in Austria, but when 

taking a closer look it is apparent that these are different 

versions of the original SK10 rebadged as Marathons, 

and had a very different and clumsier looking logo or 

badge.  

 

 

 

Standard SIOP Marathon CORSAIRE  
Engine: 851cc Panhard ohv flat twin 
Bore x stroke 84.95x75mm, c:r 7.2:1 
Power: 42bhp@5200 / 62lb.ft  
0:60mph: about 18 sec (100kph: 19.6sec) 
Standing 1/4:    22.2sec 
Top speed: 92mph  
Body: Coupe 3+1 seats / GRP body 
Length: 3450mm 135.8” 
Width: 1500mm 59.1” 
Height: 1145mm  45.1” 
Weight:  495kg 
Wheelbase: 2040  80.3” 
Track f/r: 1140 & 1110mm/ 44.9” 43.7” 
Wheels/ Tyres: 15” x 5.00 

Trippel SK 10 and SK 10 Sport    
Engine: 597cc Zündapp ohv flat twin 
Bore x stroke: 75x67.6mm, c:r 6.4:1/ 6.7:1 
Power: 18.5 & 25.5bhp / _ _lb.ft 
0:60mph: unknown 
Standing 1/4:    unknown 
Top speed: 59 & 71mph  
Body: Coupe 2 seats / steel body 
Length: 3090mm  121.7” 
Width:  1380mm   54.3” 
Height: 1190mm   45.1” 
Weight:  500kg 
Wheelbase: 1920mm  75.6” 
Track: 980mm   38.6 
Wheels/ Tyres: unknown 
. 
 

Mini 850 1964.     
Engine: 848cc BMC A Series ohv 4 
Bore x stroke 84.95x75mm, c:r 6.7:1 
Power: 34bhp@5000rpm / 44lb.ft@2900 
0:60mph: 24.9 sec /997cc Cooper: 17.9sec 
Standing 1/4: n/a, 21.1 sec for 997 Cooper 
Top speed: 72mph /997 Cooper 84mph 
Body: Salon 4 seats  
Length: 3086mm  121.5” 
Width:  1420mm   55.6” 
Height: 1360mm   53.2” 
Weight:  618kg 
Wheelbase: 2038mm  80.2” 
Track f/r: 1207 & 1162mm / 47.5” 45.7” 
Wheels/ Tyres: 10” x 145/80 
. 
 

Although a 4-seat saloon, the original Mini has been compared as a similar size car that most people can relate to. It also had 
rubber cone suspension! When reading descriptions of the Marathon suspension, one can’t help thinking (later) Mini! The 
Marathon had an acceleration curve similar to a 1988 Mini City E with 998 motor, but with a 12-13kph higher top speed. 


